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CAN YOU PLEASE SEND US JUST $1 PER YEAR TO SHOW YOUR APPRECIATION? 

•	 In English, twelve is the number of greatest magnitude that has just one syllable. 
•	 There are normally twelve pairs of ribs in the human body.
•	 The Twelve Tables or Duodecim Tabulae was the ancient legislation underlying Roman law.
•	 Twelve makes up a dozen.
•	 A clock is divided into 12 hours twice a day.
•	 Twelve is a sublime number, a number that has a perfect number of divisors, and the sum of its 

divisors is also a perfect number.
•	 Twelve is a prominent number in many religions.

   But most importantly, it’s the 12th Anniversary of Signs Of Life Radio!
On July 20th, 2006, Forever Family Foundation brought Signs Of Life Radio to the public. Help us continue to bring these great broadcasts to 
the public. Please consider a $1 contribution for each year* our tireless staff has brought the show to you every Thursday Night, 52 weeks a 
year, for 12 years! Yep that’s 624 shows! And check out the article on Signs Of Life Radio on page 13.

Twelve – 12 – XII – 12 – Twelve

 YES, I would like to show my support of the work of Forever  
Family Foundation with my tax deductible contribution of:

   $12*      $52      $624      OTHER _________
All donations, regardless of size, are deeply appreciated, and will be 
graciously acknowledged. Forever Family Foundation is a Not-For- 
Profit 501(c)(3) charitable organization #EIN 20-942333

  I have enclosed a MATCHING GIFT FORM from my 
employer that could double or triple my gift.
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contact: ______________________________________

  I would like to make a monthly donation of $________. 
(Monthly donation will be made from credit card info below.)

  Enclosed is my check payable to Forever Family 
Foundation, Inc.

  Please charge my credit card

  I am not currently a member of Forever Family 
Foundation, but would like to take advantage of your 
FREE MEMBERSHIP. Please use the information on 
the right to process my enrollment.
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EDITOR'S DESK 

Robert Ginsberg
Editor, Signs of Life
Vice-President
Forever Family Foundation

I am certainly not the only one who is somewhat 
obsessed with finding out the true purpose of our 
existence. Philosophers through the ages have 
engaged in such contemplation, and I am not sure 

that any progress has been made in formulating a workable 
hypothesis. Due to the nature of our work at Forever 
Family Foundation spanning over the past fourteen years, 
we sometimes feel helpless when trying to address the 
angst that our members feel. Fielding the questions from 
the bereaved as to why bad things happen often feels 
like an impossible task. Over the years I have come to 
certain personal conclusions which I understand might 
not resonate with the views and beliefs of many, but I will 
nonetheless elaborate. 

I start with the suggestion that our physical world is 
broken. It hasn’t always been that way, as ancient 
cultures had insights that have just about disappeared 
from the Western World. Ancient philosophers, along 
with mystics and shamans, tried their best to instill their 
knowledge of a cosmic consciousness on the masses. 
Ever since the trap of materialistic thinking and religious 
doctrine took hold, our globe has been besieged by 
wars, famine, greed, hatred, jealousy, discrimination, 
prejudice, and a laundry list of horrors that have become 
part of our heritage. We now reside in a disconnected 
world, separated by physical boundaries from our 
fellow man, and by mental barriers that prevent 
acknowledgement of the non-physical realms. 

Once we come to accept the notion that we are broken, 
we can begin to explore the nature of our anxiety, our 
grief, and our disillusionment. The majority of the world 
population adheres to religious doctrine that promises 
good things will happen to those who adhere to the rules. 
It promotes the illusion of invincibility, as certainly nothing 

bad will happen to us because we believe in a higher 
power, we are good natured at heart, and such things only 
happen to bad people. When tragedy strikes good people, 
a major complication within our grief is the notion that we 
have been let down, denied something to which we were 
entitled, and a promise that was not kept. The façade 
crumbles as we lose our footing. 

I CAN’T TELL YOU HOW MANY TIMES I HAVE 
HEARD ABOUT PEOPLE WHO HAVE ESCAPED 
A PERILOUS SITUATION, AND SUBSEQUENTLY 
AVOWED THAT A MIRACLE HAD TAKEN 
PLACE AS GOD INTERVENED TO MAKE THE 
SAVE. CONVERSELY, WHEN THE ESCAPE IS 
NOT MADE AND WE EXPERIENCE A TRAGIC 
PASSING, WE ARE COUNSELED THAT IT WAS 
TIME FOR THEM TO GO, AND GOD HAS A 
HIGHER PURPOSE IN MIND. 

I can’t tell you how many times i have heard about people 
who have escaped a perilous situation, and subsequently 
avowed that a miracle had taken place as god intervened 
to make the save. Conversely, when the escape is not made 
and we experience a tragic passing, we are counseled that 
it was time for them to go, and god has a higher purpose 
in mind. It always seemed to me that such logic is faulty, 
as you can’t have it both ways. Furthermore, suggesting to 
someone bereaved that a higher force neglected to assist 
by intervention can be extremely harmful. I fully recognize 
that we all may have pre-determined exit points from this 
physical realm, and that could explain why someone whose 
life’s purpose was fulfilled is not saved by a higher source, 
but I am not convinced. 

I do not mean to infer that religion is solely to blame 
for our predicament. There has been a flurry of 
metaphysical books in recent times that espouse the 
benefits of creating our own reality. Through focus and 
intention we can manifest everything from wealth to 
happiness. If you do not want bad things to happen to 
you or the ones you love, simply focus only on the good 
things. I am certainly open to the possibility that this 
is true. However, in a broken world perhaps the focus 
is misdirected and many are setting themselves up for 
great disappointment. Maybe we only get through to the 
universe when there is enough collective positive energy 
to support the transmissions. 
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OK, so it certainly sounds like I am suggesting that we 
live in a disconnected random world, a realm devoid of 
purpose and meaning. However, it is not as bleak as it 
sounds. In fact, we have a definite purpose, and we must 
consider the possibility that we are now broken by design. 

I used to balk at the spiritual notion that our physical 
realm was simply a learning experience. I didn’t sign up 
for a lifetime of schooling, especially when I could not 
recognize the subject matter I was being taught. However, I 
now believe that, to a certain extent, parts of this teaching 
model make sense. If we believe in an organizing design 
to the universe, and the evidence certainly suggests this, 
then our world is broken for a reason. Once we realize 
our situation, once we acknowledge the fact that we are 
owed nothing, we can collectively take the steps towards 
becoming whole. That, in and of itself, is our true purpose. 
Turning the disconnect into unity, transforming the hatred 
into love, and recognizing the higher forces that often 
remain unseen but are always in play. 

My personal belief differs from most. I believe that what 
happens in this physical world is random, and it is so by 
design. That certainly may sound like a contradiction in 
terms, but not in my view. Perhaps we were put here to 
see what we make of ourselves, and how close we come 
to the recognition that higher realms of consciousness 
exist. In this model there are no spiritual reasons why good 
people die young, why heinous individuals live long lives, or 
why some people live lives of success and happiness while 
others live in poverty stricken misery. In the words of one of 
the great philosophers, “Shit happens!” 

However, the universe, knowing that this physical 
existence is just a blip in eternity, takes over after 
our physical passing. All of the randomness suddenly 
becomes coherent, as from our new perspective we 
understand things differently. Things that we thought 
of as either good or bad in the physical realm simply 
become experiences that have helped to prepare us for 
our birth into the non-physical realm. Darkness is simply 
the absence of light, and in our new environment that 
light can be transforming and all consuming. There is 
one proviso – we must be open to the possibility that 
the degree of light is commensurate with our actions in 
the physical realm. Miserable wretches most likely don’t 
experience the higher realms and joy initially, even though 
progression is inherent in the cosmic consciousness. On 
the other hand, what we think of as angels might be the 
people who let their light shine while embodied. 

Every time we act from the heart with compassion and 
empathy, we not only move one step closer to recognition 
of our true self, but we add one more drop of light into 
the reservoir of darkness that plagues our world. Our 
loved ones in the non-physical world may not have all the 
answers, but they do recognize the need for us to do our 
part in mending that which is broken. This is why they 
communicate and try to influence our actions. They know 
that when we awaken by being able to elevate from our 
dense environment, the barriers that shackle us greatly 
diminish or disappear. 

Proud Sponsor of The Afterlife Explorers & Mediumship Convention

WINTER GRIEF RETREAT 

January 4-7, 2019 
________________

Holiday Inn 
Ft. Myers Airport @ Town Center

9931 Interstate Commerce Dr.
Ft. Myers FL 33913

Cremation Jewelry
Cremation ashes fused within 
art glass gems are visible in
darkness, resembling a 
beautiful night sky

www.starseedgems.com  
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My daughter, Georgina, was born in 1992 and was killed in a car 
accident in 2011. Her name allowed many, many nicknames, 
and one of them was Gigi. When Georgina was learning to 
read and write, she phonetically wrote her nickname as G-G, 
and insisted on that spelling even into her teenage years. 

On Mother’s Day 2017, I asked GG if she could please let me 
know she was thinking of me by doing something over the top, 
something that even I wouldn’t dismiss or doubt, because I still 
tend to do that; I still think I’m just fooling myself. 

I took the dog for a walk, and was so thoroughly engaged 
in looking at the photos I’ve taken with my cell phone of the 
signs I have received in the past, that I walked head-on into 
a parked car on the street. I grinned sheepishly at the dog 
and backed up a couple of paces. It was then that I noticed 
its license plate. 

Thank you, if you’re able, to share my story.

Catherine

P.S. My father, Gina’s grandfather, preceded her in death by 
eight years. In one of the only discernible EVPs I have ever 
had, I asked him if they were still together. Quite clearly 
and distinctly, the word “yes” can be heard on my recording 
device. My dad’s name is Dan…

***

And then the follow up email from Catherine, after learning 
of our interest in printing her story:

Thank you for offering to print my story. I’m so fortunate to 
have had my camera with me that day and I’m able to share it. 

I would like to clarify my side note about the reference to my 
father, Dan, and I think you’ll get an even bigger kick out of 
the picture. I have had numerous readings over the years by 
many different mediums and they all have told me that my 
dad greeted my daughter when she died and that they are 
together again. Look at the license plate cover. 

Thank you, Catherine Savino

The best thing 
about a “Dazzle 
Shot” is that it 
is a personal 
experience - 
No Medium 
Needed!!!!!!!

We think of Dazzle Shots as compelling experiences that defy any explanation other than 
a direct communication from our deceased loved ones. These experiences are profound, 
provide comfort, and leave no doubt that our loved ones remain a part of our lives.

On March 11, the staff volunteers of Signs Of Life Radio made a decision to discuss actual Dazzle Shots of our members on The 
Gathering set for broadcast on April 5, 2018. An email was sent out to all of our members requesting their direct experiences. Loads 
of emails arrived, but just moments before the show went live, this email arrived from Catherine: I hope I made the deadline!!

Georgina always wrote her name with two G’s 
even in early school work

Members who would like to submit “Dazzle Shots” for 
consideration to be published in Signs Of Life Magazine 
can send them to editor@foreverfamilyfoundation.org.
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2018 
Holidays Past Raffle 

WIN as many as FIVE MEDIUM READINGS. ENTER NOW!
An online raffle with 5 chances to win a one hour phone 

reading with 1 of 5 Certified Mediums!

Name __________________________________________________________________________

Email__________________________________________________________________________

Address______________________________________________________________________________

City_________________________________________________State________Zip___________

Phone______________________Cell ________________________Fax_____________________

Please enter my name in the 2018 Holidays Past Raffle drawing to be held on 
December 23, 2018 for the following quantity of chances:

One (1) Chance @ $5.00   $
Five (5) Chances @ $20.00 $
Fifteen (15) Chances @ $50.00 $
Thirty-Five (35) Chances @ $100.00 $
One Hundred (100) Chances @ $200.00 $
Additional contribution to Forever Family Foundation $
Total Amount Enclosed $

 Please send me information on FREE membership in Forever Family Foundation

Rules: This raffle is not open to members of the Executive Committee of Forever Family Foundation. As chances 
are purchased, consecutive numbers will be assigned to the purchaser, and, at the drawing to be held on 
December 23, 2018, a Forever Family Foundation computer program will randomly select one of the assigned 
numbers for each of the five prizes. The purchaser of that number will be notified using the contact information 
provided at purchase. Prizes must be redeemed within 6 months of notification, unless prior arrangements have 
been made with the medium providing the reading. This prize can not be redeemed for cash. 

1.  ONLINE: Go to foreverfamilyfoundation.org/events, scroll down to the 
bottom of the page and click on Holidays Past Raffle 2018 to enter.

2.  MAIL: Fill out the form below and mail check and form to: Forever 
Family Foundation, Inc., 222 Atlantic Ave, Oceanside, NY 11572-2009. 

     Please make checks payable to: Forever Family Foundation, Inc. 

TWO WAYS TO ENTER:

You are never out of chances to win until all five winners have been chosen. Imagine that! You can purchase 
just ONE $5 chance & be in the running until all 5 medium readings have been given away! The mediums in this 
raffle have had their mediumistic abilities evaluated & confirmed under controlled circumstances. They have 
been able to bring through validating information about departed loved ones without fraud or deception.

Left to right: Bobbi Allison, Ginger Quinlan, Nancy Marlowe, Lee Ashley, Renee Buck

CERTIFIED MEDIUMS

Drawing to be held on December 23, 2018. You need not be present to win. 

F O R E V E R  FA M I LY  F O U N D AT I O N
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This is a very special all-inclusive weekend of like-minded people and 
experienced facilitators coming together to SHARE, LEARN, EXPLORE, 
AND DISCOVER. This retreat is being held in an intimate center within 
a bucolic setting, and features a combination of small break-out sessions 
and general presentations, all designed to open minds to the reality 
that there is life beyond physical death. This retreat will be limited to a 
maximum of 50 attendees and smaller break-out sessions will further 
enhance the overall experience.

2018 SEVENTH ANNUAL GRIEF RETREAT

When: August 17-19, 2018                   Where: The Guest House, Chester, Connecticut

ATTENDEES WILL EXPERIENCE:
• Small break-out sessions
•	Spirit	Communication	by	FFF	Certified	Mediums
•	Psychic	Development	Exercises
•	Meditation	&	Mindfulness	Techniques
•	Strategies	for	Healing	&	Transforming	Grief
•	Evidence	of	an	Afterlife
•	Himalayan	Sound	Bowls

PLUS... Wine	&	cheese	gatherings,	candle	
lighting	ceremony,	Saturday	night	bonfire,	reiki,	
panel	discussion	with	Q&A...	all	in	comfortable	
surroundings	while	enjoying	excellent	food	to	
heal	the	soul.

SPECIAL GUEST: Priscilla Gale
Sound vibration is the primary mover for change, 
effectively shifting an individuals vibrational level 
back to a less chaotic and natural rhythm. Balance is 
the key to the Bowls' power. Priscilla works in a true 
partnership with the Himalayan Sound Bowls.

MEDIUM FACILITATORS: 
Angelina Diana
Angelina Diana is motivated to work towards the greater good of the world and is dedicated to the work of healing through mediumship, but 
did not begin to actively embrace her abilities until her adult years. While working as a radio newscaster on an assignment in exploring the 
legitimacy of psychic mediums, Angelina discovered her own heritage. Fight it as she did, Angelina was being brought down a pathway that 
would force her to leave her journalistic career behind, and replace it with something even she had a hard time explaining at first. Angelina 
has since enjoyed a successful career in mediumship. She was the original medium certified by Forever Family Foundation, sits on its Medium 
Advisory Board, and was instrumental in helping to create and host the Signs of Life Radio show. Based in Connecticut, Angelina does volunteer 
work for FFF and other charities. She conducts private and group readings and is featured on Connecticut’s KISS 95.7 with Courtney & Kiss in 
the Morning radio show.

Amy Utsman
Amy Utsman is a Forever Family Foundation Certified Medium who makes her 
home in the Atlanta area of Georgia. In addition to providing evidential mediumistic 
readings, she also works with psychic children and their parents, teaches intuitive 
development, and has medical intuitive abilities. She describes the process 
of working with children as cultivating their relationships with spirit guides, 
empowering them with their recognition of natural abilities, and alleviating pre-
conceived fears about the spirit world. She conducts both psychic and mediumistic 
readings, and is careful to point out the differences between the two. She is known 
for her down-to-earth natural reading style, and emphasizes the ethics, safety and 
health issues connected to this work. She conducts in-person individual and group 
readings in her local area, and is available via phone and video globally.

Joe Perreta
Joe Perreta is a psychic medium certified by Forever Family Foundation. Joe’s goal 
is to leave his clients spiritually, mentally, and emotionally healthier than before meeting with him. As a teen, he started having prophetic 
dreams and visions, but did not embrace his mediumship skills until after graduating from college. Word spread about his abilities, and he 
now has a successful mediumship practice on Long Island in New York. He communicates evidential messages from discarnate entities, as he 
believes this is the key in proving to his clients that their loved ones still exist.

Marion Porter, Shaman
Marion Porter uses Shamanic Healing, Reiki, Tuning 
Fork Therapy, and Access Consciousness Bars® and Body 
Processes in her work at StarwindsHealing.com. She will 
lead the Saturday Night Gathering by the Bonfire in a 
Shamanic Healing Ceremony welcoming in Spirit.

FEATURED FACILITATOR: MO THERESE HANNAH, PHD
Dr. Mo Therese Hannah, Professor of Psychology at Siena College, joins us to discuss grief, the afterlife, and life after 
loss. She does this from the perspective of both a professional clinical psychologist and a bereaved parent. She will be 
discussing the difficulties faced by those who have lost loved ones in addition to suggested strategies for coping with grief. 
Many wonder why emotional and physical trauma often triggers a desperate search for meaning. Some find hope after 
encountering evidence that our loved ones do indeed survive physical death, something that Dr. Hannah both recognizes 
and encourages. She will also be talking about specific techniques that many have successfully used for not only healing 
from trauma and grief, but also for contacting deceased loved ones.
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 PAYMENT:
a.  Send registration form and check to: Forever Family Foundation, 

222 Atlantic Ave., Oceanside, NY 11572 
b.  Sign up and pay on-line at: foreverfamilyfoundation.org/events
c.  Fill out form, complete credit card information below, and send to: 

Forever Family Foundation, 222 Atlantic Ave., Oceanside, NY 11572

CC#_________________________ExpDate ____/____ C VC code _____

        

Signature _________________________________________________

BILLING INFORMATION:

Name ____________________________________________________

Address___________________________________________________

City __________________________State _________Zip____________

Phone _____________________________________________________

Sign up today!
CHOOSE: Place an “X” in the chart above next to the rate and 
room option for each participant.

ATTENDEE INFO: # of people attending* __________________

 Name ______________________________________________

 Address _____________________________________________

 City ___________________________State______Zip________

 Phone _______________ Email ___________________________

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

 Name _____________________________________________

 Address _____________________________________________

 City ____________________________State______Zip________

 Phone ________________ Email __________________________

1.

2.

3.

     
 

 Grief Retreat August 17-19, 2018 (Fri 4 PM - Sun 5:30 PM)
Single Room Double Room Triple Room Commuter**

RATES

 Members (per person)  $755.00  $660.00  $620.00  $505.00 

 Non-Members (per person)  $855.00  $760.00  $720.00  $605.00 

2018 Seventh Annual Grief Retreat Transforming Grief

*Please be certain before making your reservations. As an all volunteer not-for-profit, we must maintain a policy of no refunds for paid advance 
reservations. In the event that you are unable to fulfill your commitment, you may assign your reservations to another person (only of the same 
gender where roommates are involved).

**COMMUTER RATES: Includes all program events, three meals cooked fresh by on-site chef, snacks, parking and WiFi. DOES NOT include lodging 
(guest room). 

PER PERSON RATES: The all-inclusive retreat rates include all program events, lodging (guest room accommodations with private bath), three meals 
cooked fresh by on-site chef (beginning with Friday night dinner and ending with Sunday lunch), snacks, parking and WiFi. 

Traveling alone, but want to save money on your room? If you are traveling alone, but would like to take advantage of a lower room rate, we will do 
our best to assign you a roommate of the same gender as space and interest permits. This is not a guaranteed situation. If we are unable to locate 
an appropriate roommate, you will be responsible for the increased cost of the room.

Forever Family Foundation
Forever Family Foundation is a Global 100% volunteer non-profit, non-sectarian organization that supports the premise that life does not end with physical death, 
furthers the understanding of Afterlife Science and survival of consciousness, and offers support to the bereaved. Among the active members of the organization and 
the executive board are scientists, researchers, medical doctors, philosophers and educators who have devoted substantial parts of their careers to the investigation of 
the survival hypothesis - an existence beyond this physical world. 

Forever Family Foundation Grief Retreats are designed as a complete experience. It does include both large group Spirit Communication as well as Spirit Communication 
in the smaller breakout sessions. The weekend exposes the attendee to the various opportunities to recognize that we, as physical beings, can continue our relationship 
with those loved ones who have crossed before us. Attendees planning to come for only the medium readings are cautioned that the nature of mediumship is such 
that there are never guarantees that all in attendance will receive a reading. The focus at the retreat is on the total healing process, and those who wish only to make 
a medium connection to a loved one in spirit are urged to seek the services of a medium for a private reading in a different venue.
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                hhe death of physicist/cosmologist Stephen 
Hawking during March unleashed quite a few 
militant atheists on the Internet. “He was the 
most brilliant man in the world and he was one 

of us,” they all seemed to be proudly ranting and raving in 
their usual cacophony at various websites, the implication 
being that if Hawking didn’t believe any of the religious 
rubbish about God and an afterlife then you can be certain 
that it is all bunk. These militant 
atheists take great comfort in 
knowing that some celebrity is 
sharing their march toward and 
into an abyss of nothingness. 
Many of them claim that the idea 
of extinction, of obliteration of 
the personality, doesn’t bother them, but such indifference 
or courage, whichever is intended, usually comes across as 
pure bravado (pretend courage). 

The militants seem to assume that if God can’t be seen in a 
telescope or microscope that He, She, or It, whatever God 
happens to be, can’t exist. Indications are that many of them 
have grown up under strict religious tutelage before their 
college professors set them straight and introduced them to 
the “true” religion, scientism. They resent having been duped 
all those years by their parents and religious authorities, and 
so they don the atheistic armor and go on the attack. They 
further assume that any God must be the anthropomorphic 
(humanlike) God of religion and that an afterlife can’t exist 
without such a God. They give no indication of considering 
that an afterlife might exist without the God of religion. 
Suggest to them that they set God aside and first look at 
the evidence for survival of the soul in a greater reality, and 
they’ll tell you that there is no scientific proof, although most 
don’t know the difference between evidence and proof. If 
you cite some evidence, they’ll refer you to Wikipedia, which 
is sure to debunk anything paranormal. 

Let the militants pay homage to Professor Hawking. I 
could counter with a number of modern-day scientists, 
including theoretical physicist Brian Josephson or biologist 
Rupert Sheldrake, but I’ll go with physicist Sir Oliver Lodge, 
a pioneer in electricity and radio as well as in psychical 
research. As near as I can determine, Hawking did no such 
research at all. 

“Science is incompetent to make comprehensive denials 
about anything,” Lodge wrote. “It should not deal in 
negatives. Denial is no more fallible than assertion. There 
are cheap and easy kinds of scepticism, just as there are 
cheap and easy kinds of dogmatism.” 

Did Stephen 
Hawking Fail to 
See the Forest 
for the Trees?
by Michael Tymn
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information and doing “muscle reading.” They’d have us 
believe that Lodge and Rendall were dupes taken in by a 
clever trickster, that Lodge, one of the greatest scientists 
of his day, was duped 83 times on that visit by Piper and 
hundreds of other times with various other mediums. 

Some references on Lodge suggest that he was all too 
willing to believe in survival because his son Raymond 
was killed in World War I. However, they conveniently 
overlook the fact that Raymond’s death was more than 25 
years after he first investigated Mrs. Piper and some seven 
years after he defied the materialistic mindset of the day 
and professed a belief in survival after having admitted to 
being a materialist. 

Professor Herbert Nichols of Harvard University was 
equally impressed with Mrs. Piper. He also received 
names, places, and events from his past. One particular 
piece of evidence involved a ring which his deceased 
mother gave him and which he had lost. He was given 
the inscription, a very peculiar word, inside the ring. In 
a letter to Professor William James of Harvard, Nichols 
wrote, “As you know, I have been a Laodicean toward her 
heretofore. But that she is no fraud, and that she is the 
greatest marvel I have ever met, I am now convinced.” 
The militant skeptics would not suggest telepathy or 
mind reading in this case, as the parapsychologist might, 
because even telepathy defies the laws of mechanistic 
science. Nichols must have been delusional; there can be 
no other explanation, the militants reason. 

Before Lodge and Nichols tested Mrs. Piper, Dr. Minot 
Savage, a Unitarian minister, sat with 
her, as arranged by Professor James. 
In that sitting, Phinuit, speaking 
through Mrs. Piper, told Savage 
that an older man was there and 
was referring to Minot as “Judson.” 
Phinuit also said that the man had 
a peculiar bare spot on his head. 
Savage understood this, explaining 
that Judson was his middle name and 
the name by which his father called him, even though 
everyone else called him Minot. Also, his father had 
suffered a bad burn at an early age, which left a large 
bare spot on his head, something he tried to disguise by 
brushing his hair over it. (It should be noted that spirits 
generally show themselves in a manner that they will 
be remembered, not as they are in spirit life.) “I was 
therefore naturally struck and surprised by suddenly 
hearing one who claimed to be my father giving me once 

Lodge further stated that 
there is no single case in the 
annals of psychical research 
that is totally convincing on 
the survival issue, but that 
the cumulative evidence is 
overwhelming. Add in all 
the evidence that has come 
to us since Lodge made 
that statement and it must 
certainly reach the “beyond a reasonable doubt” standard 
of our justice system. 

Consider Lodge’s 
investigation of Boston 
medium Leonora Piper. 
When Piper visited 
England in 1889-90, 
Lodge carried out 83 
experiments or sittings 
with her, including one 
in which he invited Dr. 
Gerald Rendall, principal 
of University College, 
Liverpool, to sit with 

Piper. He told her nothing about Rendall and introduced 
him under a fictitious name. After Piper went into her 
self-induced trance state, Phinuit, her spirit control, began 
speaking through her voice mechanism and provided 
much veridical information. Rendall reported to Lodge 
that everything was “quite correct.” Phinuit named his 
four brothers, Charlie, Fred, Arthur, and Arnold, gave 
statements about his mother’s death and that of his 
eldest brother, and talked about a woman named Agnes, 
a relative by marriage who had died of consumption 21 
years earlier. Phinuit stated that Agnes was quite fond of 
his brother, Arthur, and that she had a close friend named 
Louis. “Regarding my two sittings,” Rendall recorded for 
Lodge, “I am quite convinced of the genuineness of the 
phenomena; there was no opening for concerted fraud...”

The militant skeptic would say that Piper somehow 
investigated Rendall beforehand, and there is no way to 
prove that she didn’t. The militant might not appreciate 
how difficult it would have been to come upon such 
information in those days before computers and even 
telephones, especially with an ocean between them. 
Even today, it would not be that easy to come up with 
the name of a friend of a relative’s wife. But the militants 
would further theorize that Piper was “fishing” for 
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skeptic would shrug them off as anecdotal and unscientific. 
All of those intelligent men and women were simply duped 
as they had a “will to believe,” they would say with much 
hubris. There can be no other explanation because it all 
defies the laws of nature and science. 

My guess is that Professor Hawking was too busy studying 
the cosmos to ever look at such evidence. He was likely 
focused on the trees and never saw the forest. Some 
believers might say that Hawking now knows better, 
but I wonder if he does. There is considerable spirit 
communication suggesting that we continue to believe as 
we did when we parted the material world. The Catholics 
remain Catholics, the atheists stay atheist, etc., until they 
have fully adapted to the spirit world and are prepared 
to grasp the reality of it all. This seems to suggest that 
the non-believer, at least the militant one – the one who 
has taken pride in his insolence while trying to influence 
others toward his belief – will not even realize he is dead 
for some time after death and will live in some kind of 
dream world for a time, however time plays out there. 

To again quote Sir Oliver Lodge: “I tell 
you with all my strength of the conviction 
which I can muster that we do persist…I 
say it on distinct scientific grounds. I say 
it because I know that certain friends of 
mine still exist, because I have talked 
with them.”

more my old boyhood name,” Savage reported to James. 
“I was not consciously thinking of these things, and I am 
convinced that Mrs. Piper couldn’t have known anything 
about them.” 

During the same sitting, Phinuit also said, “Here is some- 
body who says his name is John. He was your brother. No, 
not your own brother, your half-brother.” This brother 
also related personal facts from his life, including how he 
died, all of which Savage confirmed as true. “Many other 
things occurred during the sitting,” Savage related. “But 
I mention only these, because, though simple, they are 
clear-cut and striking, and because I see no way by which 
Mrs. Piper could ever have known them.”

The militant skeptic will tell you that mediums of the day 
knew each other and Mrs. Piper tapped into the medium 
“message board” for information about Savage before 
he sat with her, even though we are told that his name 
was not given to her beforehand. There is no end to 
“might have” or “could have” theories that the debunkers 
come up with. When those don’t work, they point to the 
medium’s failures, discounting all the “static” and “noise” 
that interfere with clear communication. They seemingly 
assume, as some religionists do, that if there is an afterlife 
that people become all-knowing and all-powerful and 
that the communication should be as clear as talking 
on a good telephone line, when, in fact, it is more like 
prisoners of war tapping out messages between cells. 

One more Piper case, that of Professor N.S. Shaler, a 
renowned Harvard geologist. He 
reported that he and his wife 
sat with Piper and she began by 
making true statements relating 
to his wife’s deceased brother. 
“Certain of the facts, as, for 
instance, those relating to the 
failure to find his will after his 
sudden death, were very nearly 
and dramatically rendered,” 

Shaler reported. “They had the real life quality. So, too, 
the name of the man who was to have married my wife’s 
brother’s daughter, and who died a month before the 
time fixed for the wedding, was correctly given, both as 
regards surname and Christian name, though the Christian 
name was not remembered by my wife or me.” 

I could add a few hundred additional veridical facts from 
my book Resurrecting Leonora Piper, but the militant 
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July 20, 2018 marked the 12th anniversary for Signs of 
Life Radio. Its first broadcast was July 20, 2006 on 
terrestrial radio at WLIE, a station located in Long 
Island, New York. The show was hosted by 
Angelina Diana, and Bob & Phran Ginsberg 
contributed to the discussions. There was 
only one format, as each week featured 
an interview with a noted scientist, 
researcher, medical doctor, academic, 
philosopher, author, or medium, all with 
some interest or research in life 
after death. 

The show was eventually 
moved to another radio 
station in New York, WGBB, 
w h e r e  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o 
broadcasting it over the air-
waves, simultaneously aired 
it via the internet, a relatively 
new concept at that time. It 
soon became apparent that, as 
a global organization, there were 
far more listeners via the internet than 
via a broadcast that had about a 200 
mile radius. So, with little need for 
terrestrial radio the entire show was 
moved to an internet only format. 
Listeners could now not only listen live, 
but listen anytime as all of the shows were archived on the 
foundation’s website. 

HOSTS OF THE SHOWS
The show format continued to evolve with time and in 
2007 Bob & Phran Ginsberg took over the interview show 
as hosts. At the same time, Angelina Diana began hosting 
Mediums & Messages show on the third Thursday of each 
month. With this additional show format different Forever 
Family Foundation Certified Mediums were invited on the 
show to conduct free medium readings for listeners who 
would call in to the studio. The show continues to this day, 
with the current Mediums & Messages show hosted by 
Doreen Molloy, who took over in 2013. 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING
The Gathering, an afterlife discussion show, began 

airing once per month in 2008. This show, with 
host panelists Bob & Phran Ginsberg and Tom 

& Melissa Gould, was designed as an open 
discussion forum as the panel tackles a 

different afterlife related subject on each 
show. As with all shows on Signs of Life 
Radio, listener call-ins are encouraged for 
those who have a question or would like to 

add to the conversation. 

The newest show added to 
Signs of Life Radio this year 
was Medium Insights, an 
interv iew show hosted by 
Roman Karpishka. Each show 
features an interview with a 

Forever Family Foundation 
Certified Medium, as they tackle 

the subject matter surrounding 
different aspects of mediumship and 

the afterlife. Listeners may call in with 
questions to the featured medium, but 

no readings are provided as the show’s 
purpose is educational by design.

It’s been quite a ride for Signs of Life Radio! 

Over the years we have been fortunate to 

interview many of the giants in the field of 

survival of consciousness. 

Best of all the information remains for all to access free of 
charge, as every show is archived for listening on the Signs 
of Life Radio archive page on the Forever Family Foundation 
website. A search bar makes finding each guest or author 
simple to find. 
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By Michael Grosso, PhD

In most traditional societies, 
belief in life after death has 
always been taken for granted. 
Spirits were part of everyday life. 
Life and the world were in fact 
experienced as interwoven with 
all kinds of spirits. In our 21st 
century, however, especially the 
economically and scientifically 
advanced parts, the belief in 
some invisible afterworld cannot 
compete with the machines 
and the constant tidal wave 
of information clawing at our 
consciousness. 

Some things are harder to 
believe than others. Climate 
change, for example, isn’t hard to believe, given the near 
universal accord of scientists and plenty of evidence 
around us such as melting glaciers, rising sea levels, record 
heat years piling up, extreme weather events, the death 
of one quarter of the coral reefs on the planet, and so on 
and so forth.

But it’s not easy to believe in life after death. There is an 
initial fact we have to contend with that is, on the face 
of it, insurmountable. The persons we love, admire, or 
remember who have died have apparently ceased to exist. 
They live on in our memories but we’re faced with the 
grindingly persistent impression that they’re gone, entirely 
and altogether gone. How to move from that brute starting-
point toward the happy ending of survival is no small thing.

Let me describe a few of the obstacles. I may be missing 
something here, but the absenteeism of the dead does 
not encourage me to believe in their existence. My feeling 
is, if the dead carry on, why do we hear from them (if at 
all) so very infrequently? If the dead remember the world 
of the living, and gain some perspective on the follies of 
humankind, why aren’t they trying to do something about 
it? Aren’t they bothered by all the lies and injustice that 
plagues the world of the living? 

Why (to take one example) hasn’t 
Shakespeare broken through 
and once and for all established 
his identity as true author of his 
works? My sense is that there 
ought to be a lot more action 
coming from the other side, if there 
is another side. Are the spirits 
too busy gorging on the bliss of 
their disembodied preoccupations 
to remember us? I could make 
excuses for them but let me go 
on. There are more substantial 
obstacles we need to confront. 

For example, what does it mean to 
“live after death?” Isn’t the phrase 
a contradiction? What we mean 

by saying that Joe lives in New York is that a living pulsing 
body that calls itself Joe lives in New York. At first glance, the 
dead body of Joe is fatal to believing that Joe has “survived.” 
But this leads to a point about the afterlife belief. It has two 
dimensions: one is conceptual—how could Joe survive his 
death, even though his body is incinerated? The other deals 
with matters of empirical fact, those kernels of resilient stuff 
we like to call “true.” (Joe’s apparition appeared at the foot 
of his wife’s bed and scared the bejesus out of her.)

It’s not easy to believe in the counter-intuitive idea of life 
after death. On the conceptual side, we need to rescue our 
dead Joe from his reduction to mere matter. For victims 
of philosophical monomania, it may be news, but even 
common sense recognizes that Joe is more than his body. 
Moreover, Joe himself knows that he feels, thinks, wills, 
wants, dreams, remembers, and so on. And he knows that 
all this inner stuff is entirely different from his body reality, 
even though they’re closely linked. 

The obvious point: What survives is not Joe’s body but his 
mind, or if you like a more down home term, his soul, or 
perhaps best of all, his consciousness. 

Of course, doubts may arise in our efforts to imagine what it 
is like to survive death minus our bodies. Sounds a bit freaky, 

TO BELIEF IN A 
LIFE AFTER DEATH
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but then I would remind you that we can have dreams 
exquisitely sensuous, ecstatic and erotic, in dream space, in 
dream bodies, all of which perhaps provides a foretaste—I 
was going to say foreplay—of life in the next world. 

All this may be true, but belief in your own specific survival 
is something else. Grant that consciousness—where we 
inwardly live—is a queer, unexpected resident of the physical 
world. Nevertheless, however wondrous our minds, they 
seem like slaves of the brain. When brother brain dies, all 
the wonders of mind go down with him. 

Dependence of mind on brain seemed absolute, a fatal 
constraint on the horizon of my mental future—an assump-
tion that pressed painfully on me. How could the brain give 
birth to what understood it, which did not and could never 
understand itself? That a lower, albeit complex, entity could 
give rise to something at once transcendent but abjectly 
dependent seemed to me a piece of cosmic perversity. 

But I felt compelled to believe that my mind was a 
byproduct of my brain, thus dooming me to the status of a 
transient creature, in essence no different from any living 
creature on Earth. I might have a richer and more complex 
mental life than a stinkbug, but at bottom we’re identical in 
our ultimate insignificance.

But ahoy! My guardian angel, American Philosopher 
William James, reminded me just how provincial my 
imagination of the possible was. Depression over my 
mental life’s bondage to a mortal brain broke with an 
insight. I now saw it was possible to respect all the facts 
about the mind-brain connection, but at the same time 
affirm the autonomy of mind. In the Ingersoll Lecture of 
1898, James distinguished between the brain producing 
and the brain transmitting or permitting our mental life. 

The latter, in fact, is as logically coherent as the former, 
but with the advantage of being consistent with evidence 
suggestive of an afterlife. It is also consistent with reports 
of so-called paranormal occurrences. In one stroke, 
William James helped me see the same facts in an entirely 
different—and to my mind—superior way. 

So nothing seems to rule out the possibility of survival. But 
the question remains: Is there evidence that people have 
died but made their mental survival known in any credible 
fashion? A little homework will show that the answer is 
yes; evidential reports exist in surprising abundance and on 
a spectrum from suggestive to strong. 

But in spite of all the apparent evidence, there are yet 
objections as to what the evidence proves. Here is where 

it gets very tricky. Perhaps the greatest obstacles to belief 
in survival are two things: first, our highly inventive (and 
unconscious) histrionic imagination. We know we possess 
this from our dream life, from creative genius, and from 
our psychic powers. So it is argued by some that the 
need to survive is so strong that our own psychic powers 
and histrionic imagination conspire to forge convincing 
illusions that “so and so” really survived death. 

We know how ingenious evolutionary nature is in its 
use everywhere of disguise and deception. The human 
psyche, one might argue, creates images of an afterlife to 
minimize anxiety. It wants us to do our duty and replicate 
for the sake of species survival. But, illusions aside, we 
are mere links in the chain of an impersonal genetic 
immortality whose sole game is endless replication. 

On this view, the evidence is coming via the subliminal 
mind from living agents. The problem with this argument 
is that the more you push it, the more godlike the 
powers you have to endow human beings with. And the 
more godlike the powers, the easier to suppose that 
postmortem consciousness is one of them. 

Still, however vivid the accounts of others, some are still 
left with a serious obstacle—the absence of any experience, 
any hint whatsoever of transcendence in their own lives. 
They reach out for the transcendent but fall short of any 
satisfying contact. In fact, the whole lifestyle today is so 
crowded with distractions, so noisy with warring desires, 
there is little mental space left to cultivate the “spirits.” 

The most insidious obstacle to belief in life after death is 
the worldview that’s being drilled into our psyches day 
and night by our materialist overlords, the neo-liberal 
death-trap of the spirit slowly wrapping itself around us. 
But here too it’s possible to fight back—and not just with 
arguments—but with deeds that announce the spirit that 
is ready to revolt. 

Dr. Michael Grosso is a teacher, author, 
and painter, whose interests span 
psychical research, metaphysical art, 
the parapsychology of religion, and, 
primarily, philosophy. He has published 
books on topics ranging from life after 
death to the mythologies of endtime. 

His latest book is The Man Who Could Fly: St. Joseph of 
Copertino and the Mystery of Levitation. His blog is http://
consciousnessunbound.blogspot.com.
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I went to bed about eleven that night. I was tired, and 
had a feeling I could produce a conscious OBE. I made 
myself as comfortable as I could, my arms resting on 
the sides, palms down. Clearing my mind of mundane 
thoughts, I concentrated on relaxing, mentally suggesting 
that every part of my body relax. My objective was to 
induce the vibrational state to facilitate the exit of the 
spirit body. This internal vibration feels like a generalized 
tingling throughout the body, as though you are receiving 
a mild electric shock but devoid of pain. This is as close an 
explanation as I can give. The vibrational state is commonly 
a precursor of an OBE, but an OBE can be effected, which is 
mostly the case, without its presence. The vibrational state 

is also felt sometimes when we return to the physical body, 
as the portion of the spiritual force which was out and away 
re-enters the physical organs.

When the vibration peaks, the spirit body begins to 
withdraw, normally from the extremities—toes, feet, 
legs and so on. It rolls up like a snowball, accumulating 
energy and moving upwards. As vital energy is removed 
from a certain part of the body,coldness and catalepsy, 
or muscular rigidity, set in. Breathing and heartbeat 
rates also begin to diminish. When this process ends, 
the entire body becomes cataleptic and cold, and all 
the energy accumulates in the head. There is no pain 
or discomfort, but you might get scared if you are not 

The Perks of Being 
OUT OF THE BODY

By Admir Serrano
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familiar with it. You feel a sort of pressure in your head, 
and may hear a buzzing sound, sometimes voices, 
laughs, music or your name being called. At the height 
of the pressure, you sense that something wants to 
eject through your head. But you remain conscious and 
capable of thinking, reasoning, making decisions and 
so on. As long as your consciousness remains physically 
focused, you are aware of your body even though it is 
cold and cataleptic; you can also sense your physical 
environment—your bed, your room etc. The longest 
part of inducing a conscious OBE is establishing the 
vibrational state, which can take a few minutes or a few 
hours, if you have the patience, but the rest is fast, a 
matter of minutes or seconds even.

It took me about fifteen minutes to achieve the vibrational 
state and to be ready to leave. When you know that you 
are about to leave your body, if you fix your thought on 
a place or a person you want to visit, most likely you’ll 
land there. You may have heard of people saying a loved 
one appeared to them in spirit, and later discovered that 
person had just died. If someone you care about appears 
to you at the moment of her or his death, be thankful; you 
were uppermost on that person’s mind right before her or 
his earthly departure.

In my case, I fixed my mind on visiting my sister in São 
Paulo, Brazil, over 4,000 miles from Miami. I heard the 
familiar pop as I exited through the forehead, and was 
at her house—instantly. I landed outside the front door, 
down a flight of stairs on the side entrance. I am familiar 
with the house; I had lived there before coming to the 

US. It had been about nine years since I last saw my 
sister. I knew, of course, that the closed door was no 
obstacle, so I went through it unhesitant. There are two 
bedrooms in the house, but somehow I went straight to 
the one she was in. My sister is single and was sleeping 
alone, but I saw two bodies in her bed, which was no 
surprise. Her physical body grounded to the bed, and 
the spirit counterpart suspended a few inches above it. 
If her physical body had been uncovered, I would have 
been looking at a crooked X, the physical laying vertically 
beneath the slightly transversal spirit body. One side of 
the X was physical head and spirit feet, and the other 
physical feet and spirit head.

Something else drew my attention, both heads, physical 
and spiritual, were wrapped in a sort of white bandage. 
I was looking at this scene standing by the door, and in a 
sort of a diving motion, I floated over to her. Embracing 
her spirit body, I told her I missed her and loved her. Being 
awake in her spirit body, we carried on a brief conversation. 
I was completely lucid, aware that I was out of my body, 
thus knew I had a physical body lying inert in Miami, but 
the real me was in Brazil, rejoicing in my sister’s company.

In a state of heightened lucidity when our physical body 
dies, we know we no longer belong to the earth side of 
life. Knowing this we can then embark on the next great 
adventure awaiting every soul who finishes its earthly 
journey. Otherwise, we may stay earthbound or even 
stuck to the decomposing physical body, unaware of what 
has happened to us until the light of that new reality 
shines on our dormant consciousness.
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Thus knowing that I was out of my body, insistently I told 
my sister that she was not dreaming, that I was indeed 
there paying her a visit. I also told her that I would call in 
the morning and would ask if she remembered my visit. 
Though curious about the bandage on her heads, for some 
reason I did not ask her about it then. This OBE happened 
about eleven-twenty at night our Miami time, two-thirty 
in the morning in São Paulo; due to the time difference 
it was three hours ahead of us. I called my sister in the 
morning but she did not remember anything. And I forgot 
to mention the bandage on her head. 

We had lived together for many years during our 
childhood and part of our adult life, but I had never seen 
her head wrapped in a bandage before. She has suffered 
from migraine headaches since she was nine years old, 
and it kept getting worse as time went on. A couple of 
years after this OBE I went to Brazil for a tour to promote 
my first book in Portuguese, and my sister put me up. 
Normally she was sleeping when I came home at night, 
so I would see her in the morning. The second or third 
morning, as I walked past her bedroom, the door was 
ajar; and she was lying in bed awake. I went in and to 
my great surprise, her head was wrapped with a white 
bandage, exactly the way I had seen it during my OBE 
visit. I asked her about it and she told me that when her 
migraine is too severe, wrapping the bandage tightly 
alleviates the pain. I asked her how often she did that, 
and she said quite often, as it helped her get some sleep. 
I then told her I had seen it during that night I visited her 
out of my body. 

The fact that even the spirit head showed a bandage 
wrapped around it should come as no surprise. Either 
consciously or unconsciously, we do project to the spirit 
body those elements we hold most strongly on our minds. 
It could be a simple bandage, like in my sister’s case, or 
even a missing limb in the case of a physically impaired 
person. Our thoughts and emotions form our reality, both 
in the physical and spiritual life. 

As you noticed in this experience, my body was sleeping 
in Miami, and I—my true self—out of the physical body, 
went to my sister’s house in Brazil in a split second. She 
was also out of her body, but had gone nowhere; she 
was just hanging out in her bedroom—literally. This is a 
very common occurrence. Even with training, you might 
get out of your body and not be conscious of it—and you 
might scare people too. When my older daughter was 
about nine years old, several mornings she complained 
to me that I had scared her during the night as she awoke 

Admir Serrano, MA
Afterlife Researcher
Admir Serrano is a researcher, 
writer and lecturer on paranormal 
phenomena, and the author of The End 
of Death: How Near Death Experiences 
Prove the Afterlife, and Out and About: 
How to Have Conscious Out Of Body 
Experiences. He will be presenting 

at The Second Biennial Afterlife Explorers & Mediumship 
Convention and will be teaching a course in Out of Body 
Experience at the Convention.

and saw me hovering by the door in her room. She would 
even describe the clothes I was wearing, more often a 
particular shirt I liked.

WHEN I SPEAK ABOUT OUR ABILITY 
TO LIVE INDEPENDENTLY OF THE 
PHYSICAL BODY AND THE EXISTENCE 
OF A SPIRIT BODY THAT SURVIVES 
BODILY DEATH, I SPEAK WITH THE 
CERTAINTY OF ONE WHO HAS 
EXPERIENCED IT TO SOME EXTENT. 

For instance, I have consciously left my body and spent 
time, on more than one occasion, examining my own spirit 
body. I looked at my spirit hands, my feet, whether I was 
wearing clothes—in many cases I was naked even though 
the physical body was clothed. I have checked if I had my 
glasses on, and even jumped on my left leg to check if I 
felt knee pain. I have a deteriorated left knee as a result 
of a serious injury. Physically it hurts daily, and there is 
severe pain if I jump on my left leg, but there was no pain 
on the spirit counterpart.

Traveling for free around the world—to physical and 
non-physical lands—visiting people you love—both those 
living physical and non-physical lives—and living without 
physical pain are just a few perks we will enjoy when we 
leave the body for good. 
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Tapping into the 
WISDOM OF OUR MEDIUMS!

“Do those in the spirit realm need help from 
others to communicate with the physical world? 

#FFFCertifiedMedium ANGELINA DIANA responds: 

I find this question so intriguing. I 
feel the short answer is no and that 
we are the ones that have the blocks 
in hearing from them. 

However, I do feel that Spirit has 
validated for me during readings 

that they do learn from us and from those who have 
passed before them. So, I do feel there is an exchange of 
knowledge that happens as soon as we cross over. That 
knowledge can include learning how to communicate. 
But I do not feel, nor has it ever been validated to me in 
reading, that it is a struggle for spirit to communicate. 
I feel spirit has given evidence to how the bereaved is 
blocking communication when they are deep in grief. 

I had a father figure come through during a reading 
validating that he was an alcoholic. He then validated 
that he sees his living nephew who is also a drinker, but 
sees that his nephew is now on a program and is sober. 
He also confirmed that he has been watching his nephew 
and is learning from him to understand what it might 
have felt like to be sober and clean. Also this father figure 
validated that he is teaching what he has learned to his 
deceased dad who also drank. So I do feel that spirit can 
help each other and, in some ways, they do help each 
other communicate because of the exchange of learning. 
If it were not for the illness of alcoholism and that shared 
lesson between deceased father and son, that father 
figure could not have shared what he did. So our difficult 
lesson turns in to helpful communication after we pass. 

I strongly feel that we here can play a huge part in helping 
our loved ones in spirit communicate with us. One of the 
biggest blocks we have as a person in grief is that the 
darkness of sorrow blinds us to sense our loved ones. 
I often hear clients say, “I talk to my loved one on the 
otherside but I never get an answer." I then ask them if 

they have taken the time to listen. The answer back to me 
is .... “I never thought to do that!”

So we can help them communicate better by creating a 
conversation. Rather than sitting in the seat of the victim 
because we have lost someone, when you can, try to 
be proactive in a two way communication. It gives them 
energy to play with in the physical world. This is a helping 
hand to them. I know it is hard not to feel victimized by 
your loss. I my opinion, it is part of the grieving process 
and it is part of the journey. However, when you feel 
strong enough, I would love you to try being more 
conversational with them and then sitting quietly. You will 
have moments of feeling empowered that you brought 
out a unique sign just by taking the love and expanding it 
into a conversation.

Lastly, you still need to honor your grief. I always say that 
once you take a moment to express your grief, it’s another 
notch in your belt to learning how better to manage your 
grief. In time, we can exchange our managed grief into hope 
that we will see them again. That is why going into their 
world and talking to them and listening for an answer is a 
great tool to teach them and to teach yourself this: That 
love is energy. Energy never dies. It just transforms into 
another source, and that source is the power that the living 
can use to stay connected...... until you see them again!
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#FFFCertifiedMedium SIRRÝ  BERNDSEN responds:

Once a connection has been 
established, one could say the 
party has started and I’ve felt the 
spirits floating around as energy, 
and when they get my attention is 
when I merge with them, one after 
the other. I liken this experience 
to soap bubbles. I see and feel 
them floating around and, as we 

catch one another’s attention, they merge with me and 
communicate. Then there is no real need for additional 
helpers from the spirit world, although I know my helpers 
(my master guide and council) are always close by.

Mediums are unique in how they work and for that reason 
there will be many reflections and views on this topic.

In my experience, it is not necessary for a spirit to have 
someone on the other side to help them communicate, 
but I have seen that when a spirit has just returned home 
there will sometimes be someone there to “show them 
the ropes” for their first “spirit to human” communication. 
Often it may be another spirit who has gone before them, 
or a master guide. This happens on occasion when a person 
has only recently passed to the spirit world. They feel new 
on the other side and they may need a translator at first.

We all have guides, master guides and helpers. We 
all have our council in the afterlife. Mediums connect 
with their guides before a session, and the guides, or 
gatekeepers, give guidelines to the spirit for how best 
to communicate with that medium. The goal here is to 
help the spirit flow through the filter of the medium’s 
experiences. The medium has his/her own language with 
which to communicate: symbols, words, images, feelings 
and thoughts that have meaning to the medium. It is 
the medium’s responsibility to narrate as effortlessly as 
possibly all the important messages from the spirit world.

The introduction of the spirit and the medium’s Master 
Guide takes place before a session with a medium, so 
the essence of the master guide is not always present 
during an entire session. Only the spirit is there to 
communicate. But the Master Guide, may have given the 
spirit the introduction to how best to communicate via 
that particular medium, since all mediums use a different 
filter and sometimes different language. When a spirit is 
strong in their energy and communication and a medium 
is able to truly blend with the essence of the person 

passed, little else is needed for smooth communication. 
When the spirit merges with the medium it brings on a 
pretty seamless stream of information and energy. The 
medium receives the information first hand from the spirit 
and shares what the spirit is sharing, as authentically as 
possible, with their loved ones.

One could imagine this as a meeting between two 
strangers, but a mutual friend introduces the two to start 
with. The guide would be that mutual friend. After the 
initial introduction, it is up to the medium to ask the spirit 
for details and information regarding their identity, joys 
and memories from life on earth. The medium then shares 
this information with the person who has come to the 
session for the reading, and information from the spirit 
will flow through the medium. The guide at that point 
simply observes as a guest.

There are some spirits who are very strong in their energy, 
and one could imagine that would be the person who 
would walk up to strangers and simply chat with them, very 
open, not shy at all, outspoken and sometimes boisterous. 
Those are great communicators and the presence of a spirit 
guide may never even be known. On the other hand, some 
spirits are less pushy, more reserved, shy perhaps and they 
let their presence be known through the medium, but the 
medium may sometimes have to dig for more information, 
just as we would if we were meeting a shy or reserved 
person in the physical.

Just as newborns need assistance from their mother or 
father when they are first born to earthly life, the same 
can be thought for spirit when we return to the afterlife. 
Loved ones and guides will be there to greet us and assist 
us in the beginning until we feel fully adjusted to our new 
surroundings where our souls reside. 

Spirit Communication is soul to soul blending, and sharing. 
The essence of this magical encounter should always be felt 
as the Power of Love moving into our hearts as we heal.
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Forever Family Foundation Certified Mediums are an elite group of 
mediums. They have each had their mediumistic ability evaluated 
under controlled conditions during our Medium Evaluation 
Certification Process, which is conducted free of charge. Forever 
Family Foundation provides this service as a resource for the 
bereaved, as it takes very seriously the obligation to protect the 
public from under-developed or fraudulent practitioners. The 
evaluation process is a science-based examination of the ability of a 
specific medium to bring forth evidential information at a high level 
of proficiency without the use of fraudulent or deceptive means, 
is very rigorous and is designed so that only highly developed 
mediums will be successful in attaining certification. A complete 
list of #FFFCertifiedMediums can be found on our webpage: https://
www.foreverfamilyfoundation.org/site/certified_mediums. Mediums 
do not and can not pay to be listed on this site. Those seeking the 
services of a medium should be wary of sites that charge mediums 
to be listed as “recommended” or “certified.”

•	 ANGELINA DIANA
 www.angelinadiana.com

 contact@angelinadiana.com
 Facebook: AngelinaDiana

•	 SIRRÝ BERNDSEN
 www.SpiritOfLight.com
 sirry@SpiritOfLight.com
 Facebook: SirryBerndsen

•	 JANET MAYER 
 www.JanetMayer.net
 Facebook: SpiritsTheyArePresent
 Twitter: Janet Mayer
 Author of: Spirits They Are ... Present

#FFFCertifiedMedium JANET MAYER responds:

In my personal practice 
working with Spirit, I believe 
that they often do need, 
and receive, assistance to 
communicate with loved ones 
in our physical world. Just as 
here on earth, we needed to 
learn how to communicate 
with each other when we first 
entered this world. Often, I’ll 

see many Spirits show up together in a reading. It is 
possible that when they team up it is easier for them 
to communicate. With so many forms in which they 
can make contact, they can usually find ways that 
work best for them and us. 

Just as we have strengths and weaknesses in life, 
those residing on their side do as well. With their 
new higher vibration now that they no longer have 
a physical body, learning to tune into our lower 
vibration has to be a challenge. So any guidance they 
receive is a plus. 

You will find some may be able to manipulate objects 
or cause electrical disturbances, while others may be 
able to send audible words through EVP’s (Electronic 
Voice Phenomenon). You may receive thoughts, 
dream visitations or simply a feeling of their presence. 
Each Spirit is unique in their own sense and each form 
of communication should be treasured. Don’t forget 
they put a lot of energy into sending us a message. 
Keep in mind, we are in the midst of deep grief and 
waves of cherished memories seem to constantly be 
running through our hearts and minds. That can be a 
difficult avenue for them to access, so be open to all 
forms in which they choose to communicate, while at 
the same time try to focus on a calming presence in 
order to receive them. 

It is extremely important on our side to let them 
know we want to hear from them! You can’t expect 
an answer if you don’t ask, right? Remember your 
loved ones want to get through as much as you want 
to hear from them, so be sure to thank them when 
they do. 

Sending blessings and peace to you!
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WHEN
Friday, November 9, 2018 at 6:00 pm EST to
Sunday, November 11, 2018 at 5:30 pm EST

WHERE
Holiday Inn Fort Myers Airport @ Town Center
9931 Interstate Commerce Drive
Fort Myers, FL 33913

YOUR PRESENTERS FOR THE WEEKEND

Spend an Enlightening Weekend with Forever Family Foundation Certified 
Mediums, an Elite Group of Highly Evidential Spiritual Mediums dedicated 
to Changing Worldview on Death and the negative perceptions associated 
with Mediumship and After Death Communication. 

Join noted Afterlife Experts on the Search for the Truth. Loyd Auerbach, MS
Parapsychologist &
Forever Family 
Foundation President

Admir Serrano, MA
Afterlife Researcher

Janet Mayer Amy Utsman Rebecca Anne LoCicero

Sirrý Bernsden Heidi Jaffe Joseph P Shiel

FOREVER FAMILY FOUNDATION CERTIFIED MEDIUMS

Forever Family Foundation
Forever Family Foundation is a global 100% volunteer non-profit, non-sectarian organization that supports the premise that life does not end with physical 
death, furthers the understanding of Afterlife Science and survival of consciousness, and offers support to the bereaved. Among the active members of the 
organization and the executive board are scientists, researchers, medical doctors, philosophers and educators who have devoted substantial parts of their 
careers to the investigation of the survival hypothesis - an existence beyond this physical world.

MEDIUMS 
BEHIND 
THE SCENES:
The Second Biennial Afterlife Explorers 
& Mediumship Convention

Imagine spending a Weekend with Six Forever Family 
Foundation Certified Mediums along with noted experts on 
the Afterlife! The event features frequent Spirit Communication, 
small teaching workshops and group presentations, all designed 
to facilitate connections, foster your own communications with 
spirit, and learn about what happens after death.

foreverfamilyfoundation.org
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The Weekend Experience 
Will Include . . .

• Friday night banquet dinner with Mentalist 
Professor Paranormal and Medium Rebecca 
Anne LoCicero

• Saturday night banquet dinner with Spirit Artist/
Medium Joe Shiel and Medium Sirrý Berndsen

• Saturday and Sunday Full Day Programs

• Savory Saturday Lunch

• Another savory lunch on Sunday

• Special Saturday Presentation: Crossing Over: 
Emancipation of the Soul at Death with Admir 
Serrano

• Special Sunday Presentation: Ghosts & 
Hauntings with Loyd Auerbach

• Wine & Cheese Gathering on Friday and 
Saturday

• Breakout workshop sessions

• Question & answer panel discussions

• Midday social hour coffee break

• Sundae Sunday - Winding down the weekend 
with Ice Cream Sundae Bar and Closing 
Ceremonies

• Special discount hotel rate for attendees that 
includes a full hot breakfast (must be booked & 
paid for separately)*

• When you register, you will select your specific 
workshop

Classes from the following areas of interest . . .
• Group Spirit Communication (Medium Readings)
• Mediumship Class Workshop Sessions
• Spoon Bending, Energy Manipulation, Mind 

Over Matter, Intuition
• Out of Body Experiences, Perceiving the Future, 

Psychic Dreaming . . . and more!

MENU OF SELECTABLE WORKSHOPS
 
(There will be four workshop sessions to attend over the weekend. Once you 
register, you will receive a link to select the 4 workshops you wish to take.)

• Medium Readings (Group):  Mediums, Mediums and More 
Mediums. There will be several break out sessions devoted to 
group Spirit Communication. You may sign up for one, two, three, 
four or none, depending on your preferences and whether or not 
you plan to attend any other workshops.

• Building Trust With Your Intuition: Amy Utsman

• Mediumship 101: Heidi Jaffe

• Hearing Voices? Taking Unknown Communication to the Next 
Level: Rebecca Anne LoCicero

• Advance Mediumship Class: Blending & Merging With Spirit: 
Sirrý Berndsen

• Mind Your Matter:  Spoon Bending & other Psychokinetic Effects: 
Loyd Auerbach, MS

• Scrying to See The Unseen World: Joseph P. Shiel

• Psychic Dreaming & Perceiving the Future: Loyd Auerbach, MS

• Out of Body Experiences- Glimpsing the Afterlife:  Admir Serrano

• The Envelope Please! Transitioning Energy Into Mediumship: 
Janet Mayer

• Sensing Energy:  An Emotional Presence: Janet Mayer

Proud Sponsor of The Afterlife Explorers & 
Mediumship Convention
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MEDIUMS BEHIND THE SCENES:
The Second Biennial Afterlife Explorers & Mediumship Convention

CONTACT: 
Eve Enteyes  •  Forever Family Foundation, Inc
events@foreverfamilyfoundation.org  •  631-425-7707

*Please be certain before making 
your reservations. As an all 
volunteer not-for-profit, we must 
maintain a policy of no refunds for 
paid advance reservations.

       
 

  November 9-11, 2018

Price Subtotal Total

# PEOPLE EARLY BIRD RATES (May 16 - September 15, 2018)

  Members (per person)  $525.00 

  Non-Members (per person)  $650.00 

# PEOPLE REGULAR RATES (Starting September 16, 2018)

  Members (per person)  $600.00 

  Non-Members (per person)  $750.00 

TOTAL

Step 1

*To qualify for the Member 
Only rate, you must have been 
a member of Forever Family 
Foundation for at least 30 days 
before making your reservation. 
Otherwise, you must pay the 
non-member rate. (Log in to 
www.foreverfamilyfoundation.org 
in the upper left hand corner to 
obtain your membership #.)

Step 2
Fill out your contact information and member # below:

# of people attending* ______________________________

Name  ____________________________________________

Member  #_________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

City ______________________________________________

State ___________________________Zip_______________

Phone ____________________________________________

Email _____________________________________________

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name  ____________________________________________

Member  #_________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

City ______________________________________________

State ___________________________Zip_______________

Phone ____________________________________________

Email _____________________________________________

*Use additional sheet with above information if more than two 
people are attending.

Step 3
 Send registration form and check or credit card information to:   

 Forever Family Foundation, 222 Atlantic Avenue, Oceanside, NY  11572 

-or- 

sign up on-line at foreverfamilyfoundation.org/events

MEMBERSHIP IS ALWAYS FREE!

  Please sign me up as a new member  
 of Forever Family Foundation using
 the information on this form.

Send registration form and check or completed credit card form below 
to: Forever Family Foundation, 222 Atlantic Ave., Oceanside, NY 11572 

Card # ______________________________________________________ 

Expiration Date ___________________ CVC code __________________

□      □      □      □

Signature: __________________________________________________

Fill out billing address below if different than registration address above.

Address_____________________________________________________

City ______________________State ____________ Zip _____________

Phone __________________________________________________

foreverfamilyfoundation.org

Proud Sponsor of The Afterlife Explorers & 
Mediumship Convention
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THANK YOU
WALL OF SPECIAL DONORS 
• Jorge & Orte Gil 

• Susan Donahue* 
 Support the goals of FFF

• Adella Eltantawy* 

• De Ila R Meyer*** 
 The CarMax Foundation

• Dawn Yablonski 

• Milt Grunwald 

• Vilma Prospere* 

• Beth DeLise* 

• Marion Murray 

• Jeff Conn 
 Thank you for your good work!

• Dennis A Fus 
 “In Memory of Karen E. Fus.”

• Jeannine & Fred Feinstein 
 To continue this important work

• Jim and Glenna Irwin 

• Samadhi Longo-Disse 

• Dothan-Houston County Rotary Club      
 “Levi Tate”

MESSAGES IN HONOR AND IN MEMORY OF
• Marcella LaBelle
 “In Memory of Marcelle Leona Lain and Edward L. Lain.” 

• Anonymous 
 “In Loving Memory of Peanut.” 

• Anonymous 
 “In Loving Memory of Louis.” 

• Dennis A Fus 
 “In Memory of Karen E. Fus.” 

• Karen Mossey 
 “In Honor of My Son, Robert Benjamin Browning.”

• Patricia Koch 
 “In Memory of Dustin Koch. Keep those signs coming.    
 I love you. - Mom.”
• Dothan-Houston County Rotary Club
 “Levi Tate”
• Wendy G. Rosen 
 ”In Loving Memory of Lucy Rosen, 15 years on the ‘other   
 side’ - Forever Loved and Always in My Heart.”

*denotes monthly donor
**denotes multiple donations

SUPPORTING THE WORK OF 
FOREVER FAMILY FOUNDATION
• Jorge & Orte Gil 
• Maryann Ordonez 
• Sydney Schuyler 
• Susan Donahue* 
• Sirry Berndsen 
• Adella Eltantawy* 
• De Ila R Meyer*** 
 The CarMax Foundation
• Sydney Schuyler 
 Support Signs Of Life Radio
• Bridget Mandel 
• Dawn Yablonski 
• Kimberly Saavedra 
• Angelina Diana 
• Hadorah Ginsberg 
• Milt Grunwald 
• Sheryl Lane 
• Denise Goodman** 
• Vilma Prospere* 
• Beth DeLise * 
• Gary Matteson 
• Marion Murray 
• Evelyn Nielsen
 Support the programming of Forever Family Foundation
• Jeff Conn 
 Thank you for your good work!
• Jeannine & Fred Feinstein 
 To continue this important work
• Denise McClure* 
• Olga Mora 
• Charles Smith 
• Jim and Glenna Irwin 
• Chris Freeman 
• Samadhi Longo-Disse 
• Rae J. Mark 
• Deborah Della Vecchia 
• Robert van Duinen 

to all of our donors!
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REAL MAGIC
Ancient Wisdom, Modern Science 

and a Guide to the Secret Power of the Universe
by Dean Radin, PhD - Harmony Books, 2018

READ BETWEEN THE LINES
RECOMMENDED READING

:

So when one of the 
world’s foremost 
scientists in the nature 
of consciousness writes 
a book entitled “Real 
Magic,” some people 
like me tend to be a 
bit surprised, or even 
rattled. After all, Dr. 
Radin has conducted 
scientific research on 
non-physical phenomena 
for more than 30 years. 
He has demonstrated 
the reality of such 

things as telepathy, presentiment and intention that show 
odds against occurring by chance in the billions to one. 
This is real science that cannot be refuted. At first glance 
the association with magic serves to diminish the body of 
evidence that he spent decades amassing. However, as we 
quickly learn, magic is in the eye of the beholder, has a rich 
history that preceded scientific inquiry, and is essentially 
what psi experiments investigate. 

We like to label things that cannot be explained by 
reductionist thinking with terms such as paranormal or 
magical. Radin only recently came to the realization that 
what he has been doing for so many years is essentially 
studying magic. He sums up what he terms as “two sides 
of the same coin” quite eloquently when he discusses 
breaking down magic to into its essential forms. He writes 
“…it’s precisely what psi experiments investigate. Both psi 
and magic refer to the same underlying consciousness-
related phenomena; both are marginalized from the 

scientific mainstream; both are labeled as demonic by 
orthodox religions; both saturate popular entertainment; and 
both are perennially popular in scholarly fields, but not if the 
phenomena are presented as real.”

Radin points out that if you simply experienced and had no 
idea how anything worked, as did our ancestors, then it would 
be natural to assume that everything was magic. There were 
no educators or scientists to offer material explanations, 
so everything had to be the result of invisible forces that 
emanated from somewhere else. In discussing the origins of 
magic, Radin delves into the ancient mystery schools which 
fostered inner exploration as one sought to open up to receive 
information and secret wisdom from other degrees of reality. 
The Greek Eleusinian Mysteries lasted from 1500BCE to 392CE 
and were regarded in high esteem by the Greek philosophers. 
Most interesting were the views about death by The Lesser 
Rites of the Eleusinian Mysteries, where rituals were 
performed to provide personal experiences of what happens 
after physical death. The rituals include the consumption of a 
special potion called kykeon, which some scholars speculate 
might have been psychedelic compounds made from a fungus 
grown on grains. So, the other worldly trips that many went on 
in the 1960s were certainly nothing new. 

This and other mystery schools were eventually shut down 
when the Church determined that they interfered with the 
Church’s authority, and such schools of thought were labeled 
as pagan and heretical. Radin discusses gnosis, a type of deep 
intuition and knowing that transcends ordinary senses and 
rational thought. He makes it easy to see the similarity to 
the consciousness research that he has spent so much time 
conducting, predominantly involving senses that many cannot 
recognize. During the Renaissance Period, religious reformers 
challenged the authority and corrupt practices of the Catholic 
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Church and questioned the Church’s definition of 
Christian practice. After many wars, persecution and 
conflict, eventually a new awakening occurred where 
Hermeticism was rediscovered, and where reality was 
believed to consist of a single universal consciousness. 
Magic had its place in the Hermetic perspective, 
where our minds influenced the physical world. 
However, because it was also believed that divine 
sparks of power were inherent to us all, Hermeticism 
was shunned by the Church. If one could achieve 
enlightenment on their own, who needs to follow the 
dogma of the Church? 

The ancient cosmology of Kabbalah is based upon 
spheres of vibration that connect the everyday world 
with the divine. Some scholars believe that Christianity 
was once part of this secret tradition, and the secrets 
of Kabbalah continue to be passed on to this day. 
During the Enlightenment, the Freemasons spread 
esoteric traditions and the Rosicrucians developed a 
philosophy that combined magic, alchemy, Kabbalah, 
medicine and mathematics.

Through the translation of ancient texts, 
it was discovered that all of the world’s 
religions had something in common at 
their core – secret wisdom. 

Radin points out that, ever since, science has been 
searching for the fundamental theory that explains 
everything. It seems to me that the divine is chuckling 
a bit as today’s advanced minds are seeking to 
rediscover what was once common knowledge to so 
many that we mistakenly think of as primitive thinking. 

On the practical side, Radin discusses the mental skills 
required for the practice of magic which are attention 
and intention. The end result is determined by our 
belief, imagination, emotion and clarity. Achieving gnosis 
is fundamental to magic, or transcendence, and is best 
achieved through meditation. There is also evidence 
that the practice of meditation can enhance one’s 
inherent psi abilities. Many experienced meditators 
report meaningful synchronicities, sensing non-physical 
entities, and clairvoyant or telepathic experiences. 
The author departs from some of his more academic 

writings by providing practical advice on creating things such 
as affirmations (force-of-will), sigils (symbols), and setting 
goals. Since this type of magic also has a foundation in credible 
science, it’s wise to pay attention.

Despite facing many academic and scientific obstacles over 
the years due to the nature of his work, Radin’s take home 
message is that the scientific community is in the process of 
a transformation, and with this changed worldview will come 
greater acceptance of psi and magic phenomena. In essence, 
the basis of real magic comes down to three ideas, which 
Radin explains are: consciousness is fundamental, everything 
is interconnected, and there is only one consciousness. 

The ancients knew this, and scientists are now re-learning 
what they and everyone else once knew. One could say that 
Radin is ahead of his time with this book of “Real Magic,” but 
I sense the reverse is true. This knowledge was once put out 
into future fields of knowledge and consciousness, and we are 
now merely catching up to that future. 

 — Bob Ginsberg

If you plan to purchase this book or if you are simply 
shopping on Amazon, please use any Amazon link 
on the Forever Family Foundation website where it 
will generate a donation from Amazon supporting 
the work of the foundation. We would be equally 
appreciative if you signed up for Amazon Smile and 
named Forever Family Foundation as the charity 
of your choice. Please keep this in mind for all your 
Amazon shopping. Thank you.
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Oceanside, NY 11572-2009
email: info@foreverfamilyfoundation.org
web: foreverfamilyfoundation.org
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$6 MEMBERS/$20 NON-MEMBERS
To qualify for the Member-only rate, you must have been a member 
of Forever Family Foundation for at least 30 days before making your 
reservation. (Members will have to enter their membership number 
which can be obtained by logging into their profile using the login link 
in the upper left-hand corner of the Forever Family Foundation website 
- foreverfamilyfoundation.org.) 

All webinars are listed on our event page along with regular events: http://www.foreverfamilyfoundation.org/events

RESERVE YOUR SEATS NOW!
foreverfamilyfoundation.org/events

SCHEDULE
•  Wednesday // July 25, 2018 // 9PM – 10:30 PM (EDT)

Topic: Assessing & Addressing Afterlife Beliefs & Spiritual   
Experiences: An Introduction for Mental Health Professionals
Beth Christopherson, LCSW

•  Wednesday // September 26, 2018 // 9PM – 10:30 PM (EDT)
Topic: The Extraordinary Powers & Life of Alex Tanous
Callum E. Cooper, PhD

•  Wednesday // October 24, 2018 // 9PM – 10:30 PM (EDT)
Medium Panel: Mediums Behind the Scenes
#FFFCertifiedMediums: 
Janet Nohavec, Gina Simone & Doreen Molloy

HOW TO REGISTER FOR A FOREVER FAMILY 
FOUNDATION WEBINAR

1. Visit www.foreverfamilyfoundation.org and click on the 
“Upcoming Events” tab at the left side of the page.

2. Scroll down to the webinar you wish to attend and click 
on it.

3. Click on the “Register Now” button.

4. Complete the Registration Form and the Payment 
Window that follows.

5. Check your email account for an email from us with a 
link to confirm your email address. Click on that link and 
retype your name/email address.

6. This is where your website reminders and the link to 
join the webinar will be sent. IF YOU DO NOT FOLLOW 
STEP #5, YOU WILL NOT HAVE THE LINK TO GET INTO 
THE WEBINAR!

2018 SCHEDULE


